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move lest I should break the spell. Blind to all this
beauty that use and wont had staled for him, my
escort, who had gone ahead, gave a remindful
cough j bowing to necessity, I caught him up and,
stooping, passed below the curtain that patiently he
had been upholding for some moments.
At first I wondered where on earth I was. Indeed
I doubted for an instant if I had really entered a
tent and had not merely passed beneath a curtain
hung in air, from outer darkness back into the dark.
But here the night was even bluer than the night
without; the stars were nearer, the perfumes richer
stUl. Suddenly the opaque barrier a few steps
ahead which had obscured my view began to move ;
the shadows which composed it drew apart, dis-
covering the glimmering interior of a long tent
where roof and walls and carpet, all were the deep
blue of a tropic night. Diminutive electric lamps
vizored with sky-blue cellophane spread a pale
lustre everywhere ; only in the middle of the tent a
crystal chandelier, veiled in blue silk, centred a zone
of slightly, very slightly, clearer radiance.
The Maharaja all in white had risen to greet us.
We crossed the carpet laid like a blue arena in the
centre of the tent and took our seats on one of the
low divans draped in ultramarine velvet set out
along its edge. The sides and angles of the tent
were filled with shadows, clouds of smoke and rows
of seated spectators. The Maharaja was the only
ruling prince present; in his white robes he cut an
impressive figure. He went and seated himself for a
minute or two beside each of the tribal chieftains,
one after the other, beside the high Indian officials
in the service of the British Government in whose
honour the fete was given. Near me I recognized
some of the leading chiefs whom I had sometimes

